Assessing the likelihood of future events is core to technical risk management at Scottish Power Generation. Events can include failures resulting in unavailability of key assets or incidents impacting staff safety or the environment. Eliciting probabilities from engineers to quantify the likelihood of future, uncertain events is challenging given the diversity of assets across the multiple, heterogeneous power plants operated by Scottish Power Generation. Such probability assessments inform investment decisions intended to manage technical risks and support regulatory compliance. Through interviews with engineers, we reveal the opportunities for heuristics and bias that explain some of the historical disparities in assessments intuitively evident to risk managers. We propose better ways of obtaining judgemental probability assessments based on a study involving engineers and a control group of post-experience students. We find that the choice of scale descriptors impacts the probability values of defined events as judged by engineers. Consequently, we suggest changes to the risk management system, including new design features to better frame and capture probability assessments. As a consequence of our study, the technical risk management process is being enhanced in a number of ways, including the creation of a single organisational-wide framework, clearer guidelines and better knowledge management.
Introduction
Scottish Power (SP) is one of the largest energy utilities in the United Kingdom and became part of the Iberdrola Group in 2007, making it the fifth largest energy company worldwide. SP runs its business through two divisions: Energy Networks and Energy Wholesale and Retail. The former is accountable for electricity transmission and distribution to approximately 3.5 million residential houses and businesses, while the latter is responsible for energy generation and supply. Scottish Power Generation (SPG) is a subdivision of Energy Wholesale and Retail and is organised around its physical assets. These include coal, gas, hydro-electric and combined cycle power stations as well as a facility for manufacturing fuel pellets.
The Technical Risk Management (TRM) process is core to SPG operations. The TRM provides an overarching framework used across the multiple sites, providing an overview of the risk appetite of the business, driving the capitalised planning programme and determining the need for controls and mitigations. The TRM plays an important role in SPG, impacting key decisions related to strategic investment and regulatory compliance. For legislative reasons, the TRM process must comply with the UK Health and Safety Executive's (HSE) 1 'As Low as Reasonably Practicable' (ALARP) guidelines, while simultaneously aligning with the risk management processes adopted by SPG's international parent organisation, the Iberdrola Group.
A qualitative risk matrix 2, 3 is fundamental to the risk model underpinning the TRM. The matrix supports assessment of risks in relation to both the likelihood of an event occurring and the consequence of that event in terms of its severity. Both the probability and consequence are assessed on five-point scales. The probability scale is given between 1 (remote) and 5 (certain), where each verbal description translates to specific numerical probability ranges as defined in company documentation. The consequence valuations are also based on a scale from 1 (minor injury) to 5 (loss of life). The risk score is the product of probability and consequence and is bounded between 1 and 25. The same risk matrix is used to support assessment of risks in relation to personnel, environment, finance, stakeholders and operations. The results of the risk assessment feed into processes such as tolerability of risk to personnel, plant modification, plant status review and so-called strategic spares that are critical assets required to maintain operations.
The elicitation of subjective judgements about the probability and consequence of diverse uncertain events by multiple engineers across all plants is core to the quantification of risks in the TRM process. The scale of the TRM process involves hundreds of engineers providing their personal probability assessments of uncertain events that might affect the assets for which they have responsibility, expertise and experience. The elicitation of these probabilities is repeated annually to allow the TRM to be updated. SPG is aware of the considerable practical challenges of gathering judgements on such a large-scale and repetitive basis. For example, there is awareness in SPG about the potential for bias between the risk scores judged by engineers with local knowledge of assets within their own plant and the perceptions of the risk priorities of more senior managers who possess a global company perspective. Until recently, risks were assessed within a plant, giving some degree of consistency locally. However, a proposal requiring risks to be assessed by type of asset, and so across plants, was considered to have the potential to make future elicitation of risk more challenging given the additional variation introduced. Such a change implies a new way of framing elicitation of engineering judgement. This is needed since multiple assets, although spatially separated, will be considered in the same risk assessment.
It is worth noting that SPG uses engineering judgement to populate its TRM because it is considered the most appropriate way of assessing the likelihood of future risks to which their assets might be susceptible. While historical data on operational events are routinely collected, such data are sparse, reflecting past system states and environmental conditions. Therefore, historical data estimates of event rates are inadequate for providing risk assessments because typically gathered data are unrepresentative of the true underlying likelihood of an event. For example, for some assets, no historical events might have been observed; or historical events might have been recorded only for a similar asset type in another plant operating under different circumstances; or events might have been recorded for a specific asset whose operating procedures might have changed quite significantly over time. Engineering judgement has been chosen as the primary TRM data source because it allows qualified people -who understand the asset technology, the operational environment and who can interpret information relating to observed events affecting similar assets -to make informed assessments about the uncertainty of future events based on their expertise and experience.
The literature on the structured elicitation of judgemental or subjective probabilities includes many articles which explore the meaning of expertise and what we mean when we refer to someone as an expert. For example, Ferrell 4 defines an expert as 'a person with substantive knowledge about the events whose uncertainty is to be addressed'. There is debate about whether subject matter expertise makes people better at assessing uncertainty of events. For example, Lambert et al. 5 examine risk aversion and overconfidence between two groups within an experimental studysubject matter experts (i.e. bankers) and non-subject matter experts (i.e. students). The study found that both groups had similar attitudes towards risk aversion and that the subject domain experts tended to be more overconfident in their probability assessments than the students. While it is a contributing factor, subject matter expertise alone does not make people good probability assessors. Therefore, in the context of the TRM at SPG, we need to explore the ability of those engineers, who are our subject matter experts, to assess and express their uncertainty about future events accurately. Furthermore, we aim to explore how the selected engineers are trained to provide their expert judgement about the uncertainty of events. In our case, the SPG 'experts' are selected based on their input to the TRM, and they tend to be experienced engineers, often with management responsibilities and in senior roles within the organisation. A prerequisite is that all should be recognised by their peers as subject matter experts in a specific field.
Our goal is a pragmatic one since we aim to systematically investigate how the TRM is implemented within SPG and to provide recommendations for incremental process improvements, especially in relation to the elicitation of judgemental probabilities. In particular, we aim to understand how probability elicitation is conducted in practice for a recurrent, organisation-wide process, such as the TRM. This allows us to compare a real situation in relation to the theoretical principles of subjective probability judgement elicitation from experts for risk assessment as reported in the literature (see, for example, previous works [6] [7] [8] [9] ). Through our comparison, we provide meaningful recommendations to further improve the methods used for judgemental probability assessments within the TRM process. To meet our overarching goal, we specify two objectives for our study: first, to investigate how engineers within SPG actually make probability judgements as part of a technical risk assessment and, second, to compare the performance of alternative methods for subjective probability elicitation to better understand how they might affect the accuracy of judgements captured as part of a recurrent technical risk assessment.
Our article is organised as follows. We begin by explaining how we investigated what engineering experts in SPG actually do when conducting a technical risk assessment, especially in relation to expressing their subjective probability judgements. Our findings from the company practice are interpreted in relation to our existing scientific knowledge about expert judgement elicitation for risk assessment. We then describe how we designed our experimental study to investigate selected subjective probability elicitation methods, including the one used by SPG. We share our analysis of the experimental data and discuss the practical implications of our results. Finally, we explain the recommended changes to the TRM and reflect on their implementation, allowing us to gain insight into the impact of our work on the company's risk management processes, and we explore those lessons that might be applicable to other organisations.
Review of current TRM process within utility
To understand how risk assessment is implemented in SPG, we conducted semi-structured interviews with nominated engineers. All were highly experienced, influential and recognised by their peers as being qualified to provide values for the risk score in relation to events affecting a particular class of assets. Engineers represented different disciplines and plants, and all had a minimum of 20 years of experience. Semi-structured interviews allowed us to blend a degree of structure and improvisation in our study. Typically, we explored issues by asking questions in relation to, for example, current practice, especially issues of concern and good practice; the role of subjective probability in making risk assessments; how the standard risk matrix classes were used in making assessments; the nature of any inter-site differences during TRM implementation; understanding the type of information engineers draw upon to judge their probability of an unknown event and exploring how they think through the formation and expression of their assessments.
Our interview conversations were split into three parts: first, gathering background information on the engineers and their experience; second, asking general questions about how the TRM process worked in practice; third, an interactive post-it session where the engineers took as an example risk assessment of an asset relevant to them and demonstrated how they typically judged the chance of possible events. Interviews took place over a period of 4 weeks, three were face-to-face on-site and one by an electronic medium. Being on-site also allowed us to obtain a tour of facilities and gain better understanding of the assets and environment. Many new insights emerged from our dialogue with the engineers.
While the importance of assessing the likelihood of unknown, future events was acknowledged, concerns were raised about the defensibility of probability judgements due to operational features of the TRM process. For example, engineers needed to consult separate documentation to get the quantitative and qualitative descriptions of probability as used in the risk matrix. Even in the same documentation, there were not always consistent probability values with the same qualitative class descriptions, meaning assessments might be inadvertently made on different scales. Engineers recognised that their probability values were inputs to a larger analysis influencing investment decisions for which their assets or plant might be a beneficiary. Therefore, opportunities to manipulate the risk assessment existed, even if there was no evidence that this was actually acted upon. In some situations, probabilities were judged by a single engineer, while in others a group formed an opinion about the chance of an event through open discussions within meetings which historically lacked a standard process for arriving at an aggregate value. Generally, the TRM process was regarded as complex and time-consuming, with the transparency and traceability of probability values being lost during the chain of analysis. For example, multiple reviews of the top risks were conducted allowing probability values provided by nominated engineers to be questioned and, in some cases, revised without feedback to the original assessors.
The engineers interviewed typically found it challenging to verbally articulate their thought process leading to a probability assessment. It was apparent that sometimes there was a preference to think in terms of number of event occurrences over a time period, such as a specified number of years, whereas other engineers tended to think about probability as a percentage of times an event might occur. Such a distinction might be natural to some extent because some probability assessments may be time based for assets that operate continuously, while others might need the chance of failure events for a system that needs to operate on demand. The current scoring scale with five levels was considered too narrow, especially with regard to civil assets where the likelihood of failure is very small. The timing of probability assessments was also regarded as important with engineers being aware that, for example, if a risk assessment was shortly after an incident, then there was a tendency to anchor on recent observational data more than usual. For each event considered during an assessment, engineers tended to structure the multiple, complex issues affecting that risk scenario in different ways. As an example, take the situation where a risk assessment is to be conducted for three assets that required to be operated for 20 years without incident. One engineer reasoned that this equated to 60 years without incident, while another believed that it represented 20 years without incident. Both are reasonable interpretations to frame the context in which probabilities are to be assessed.
Who was qualified to provide probability assessments was also questioned. Often a single engineer is deemed qualified to make a judgement, making it difficult to validate or clarify the specification. While equipment operators might raise concerns about assets and provide feedback to engineers, the recognition of such concerns and the degree to which such uncertainties are rolled in a probability assessment appear to depend on the relationship, trust and intuition of the engineer with the operator. More generally, engineers believed that probability quantification was not only an output of their own personal experience but also depended on the quality of their knowledge networks, both formal/informal and internal/external to the organisation. There was a concern that the nature of such knowledge networks was changing due to redundancies, an ageing workforce and a reduction in the ability to foster and develop trust-based networks. This was considered to have a potentially serious effect on the future availability of engineers, with expertise and experience of the natures of uncertainties about events to make good probability assessments.
Interpreting experience relative to principles for subjective probability assessment If we reflect upon the insights gained into the implementation of the TRM process, then SPG appears to break many of the established principles of 'structured expert judgement'. This is the phrase used in the literature for a body of work on the methods for assessing subjective probabilities of uncertain events by suitably qualified persons (i.e. an expert) in a risk management context. The key principles, as advocated by Cooke, 6 are reproducibility (all calculations must be reproducible), accountability (source of expert subjective probabilities identified), empirical control (expert assessments should be susceptible in principle to empirical control), neutrality (method encourages experts to state true opinions) and fairness (all experts are treated equally a priori).
For the TRM, calculations were not necessarily reproducible because there was ambiguity between the qualitative definition given in documents and the judged probability values. Since historically it was possible for multiple people to be able to change a probability without a clear record being maintained, there was a lack of full accountability with the process. SPG engineers were aware that the TRM informs investment and project funding; hence, there was not an appropriate incentive in place to engineers to provide their true opinion on probability assessments. As there might be multiple changes to an original probability provided by an engineer, the true source might not be identifiable and implicitly all experts were not being fairly treated.
In their seminal book, Kahneman et al. 10 classify and discuss anticipated heuristics and biases. Numerous authors, for example, Lambert et al., 5 Meyer and Booker 7 and Alpert and Raiffa, 11 expanded upon these biases over time and carried out additional experiments to assess their impact. Many examples are evident in the narrative from our interviews at SPG. For example, educational bias arises due to the heterogeneity across engineers in relation to the extent and use of their knowledge networks. Anchoring appears prevalent when experts explain that they rank risks prior to assessing their probabilities and many assessments are made post an event occurrence; therefore, the availability of observational data gives rise to a bias on specification. Motivational bias is exhibited since multiple changes could be made to probability values after an engineer has specified his or her belief. Since probabilities and consequences were to be input to the information system used to support the TRM via the same input screen, there was the possibility of structural bias. Although a standard data capture process exists for the TRM, the method to be used for probability elicitation by different engineers lacks consistency of application.
To inform how we might address some of these shortcomings, let us consider the design of our controlled study to compare alternative methods which might be considered useful in this context.
Designing a comparative study of probability assessment methods Through a designed experimental study, we explored how the current method for eliciting subjective probabilities in the TRM compares with acknowledged alternatives. In particular, we investigated which methods for assessing subjective probability judgements minimised the opportunities for some types of bias and the perceptions around the ease-of-use of different methods.
Over 180 engineers and managers, who contribute to the TRM and so represent our target population at SPG, were selected to take part. We labelled these the company group. To compare our findings with a control group of 'matched' professionals, we invited 150 part-time, post-experience international MBA students at Strathclyde Business School to participate. We labelled these the student group. All students were in full-time employment, many as engineers or in other technical disciplines, with the remainder in other business functions. Although not a perfect match to SPG staff, as post-experience professionals the students represented a reasonable and accessible control group.
The type of probability methods selected for our study were informed by our insight from the TRM review as well as from the literature, for example, Van der Gaag. 12 We constrained our study to five methods due largely to the practicalities of experimenting with real professionals, although a larger set of methods exists. The five methods selected include a mix of scale representation. Three methods used a visual scale, while the other two methods required numerical values to be specified for either a direct statement of probability or about the uncertainty in terms of lower or upper bounds on the judged probability. Of the three methods presented visually, two had joint verbal and numerical descriptors, while the third had numerical values only. Verbal numerical (VN) scales are believed to have the advantage that they allow an expert to use a scale familiar to him or her and choose whether to use the words or numbers, which can be a fast way to elicit probabilities. 13 This speed of elicitation is important for the TRM due to the volume of judgements that are required by experts at SPG. Table 1 provides a summary of the rationale for the five methods.
Our questions embraced three scenarios and were deliberately selected to be understood by both company and student groups. Since our goal was to examine the effectiveness and ease-of-use of alternative probability methods, there was no constraint to focus on the questions about the types of the events that would be applicable in the real technical risk assessment. Furthermore, we wanted to ensure that we did not inadvertently define contexts which would expose a subject matter expertise bias; hence, we selected topics for questions which we believed all participants were equally qualified to express their uncertainties.
We also sought to ensure that we would be able to compare assessed subjective probabilities with the true probabilities of events; hence, it was important to select at least one topic for which observational data were, or would be, available over the course of the study. It was also important to include events whose probabilities of occurrence would span a meaningful range, especially in relation to rare events. We also needed to ensure that sufficient information was provided so that study respondents would be able to reason through their probability assessment.
One question focused upon an upcoming event and asked, 'State your subjective probability that, from the 300 or so 2012 Olympic Games events in London, if an event is picked at random, what is the probability that China will win a medal?' A second question was on a measurable event and was phrased as follows:
A transit is the passage of a planet across the sun visible from Earth. Mercury is closest to the sun with the last transit occurring in 2006. What is the probability that there will be a transit of Mercury within the next two years?
The third question required probability to be assessed over a specific time period and was expressed as 'What is the probability that you will replace at least one tyre within the first 6 months of owning a new car? Assume your car is driven the annual mileage of 12,000 miles (20,000 km approximately) per year'.
The questionnaire design covered all questions and all methods, albeit in a systematic arrangement Table 1 . Description of the subjective probability methods used in designed study.
Label
Acronym Rationale
Verbal numerical with five points VN5pt Similar to the scale used in SPG, differing only in that it had a single verbal descriptor rather than multiple descriptions (which we believed can cause confusion). Numerical descriptions were on a logarithmic scale. Descriptions of the range of probabilities in three of the five categories allow a degree of uncertainty to be specified. Numerical with 10 points N10pt Increased number of points on the scale allows us to address a point raised in the interviews, that is, to allow very rare events to be represented. Since this scale is numerical only, there is no opportunity to capture uncertainty. Verbal numerical percentage VN% In interviews some engineers expressed a preference for expressing probabilities as a percentage, hence the choice of this scale. However, it does not allow for the specification of very small probabilities. Direct statement of probability DSP This scale allows the expert to state his or her beliefs without restriction, although it relies on the expert having training in probability theory Direct statement of probability upper (95th percentile) and lower limits (5th percentile)
DSP_UL and DSP_LL
This scale also relies on the expert having training in probability theory but additionally allows a statement of levels of uncertainty, where wide values can show more uncertainty than tight values without any restriction.
SPG: Scottish Power Generation.
designed to limit respondents referring to previously answered questions. Three questionnaire sets, each with a different ordering of questions, were prepared to control for any possible question/method ordering effects. Questionnaires from each sets were distributed at random to respondents in both company and student groups.
We supplemented the questionnaire with two additional papers. A guidance document described the purpose of the study, an explanation of how to complete the questionnaire, including some example questions/ responses and directions for submission. We believed it was important to provide examples of how to approach probability elicitation to ensure all respondents were trained to at least a minimum level, and also it is reported, 14 for example, that providing such guidance can improve accuracy and reduce the number of responses outside mathematical bounds. A feedback form was also used to gather the impressions of respondents about their degree of understanding and comfort using each method. Directly asking for feedback provided a way to obtain more information about the elicitation method and to provide views on their like or dislike of the methods tested. The feedback included an open question to uncover specific issues.
Given the scale and accessibility of respondents, the questionnaire was to be self-administered although different mechanisms were used for both, largely for reasons of practicality. Since the company group was situated in diverse locations across the United Kingdom, an electronic version of the questionnaire was distributed to 180 staff with responsibility for entering probability values into the TRM information system. Each of the seven cohorts of the student group was given the questionnaire in paper form. Note that the seven cohorts were based in different geographical locations, although each cohort was effectively equivalent in its characteristics of the student group. The students were briefed on the purpose of the questionnaire and explained the guidance documentation. All questionnaires and feedback forms were anonymous. Response rates varied from 27% for the company to 70% for the students.
Insights gained from experimental study
Three major outcomes emerged from our data analysis. We discuss each in turn.
First, our study found that the two direct statement of probability (DSP) methods (both point and interval values) performed least well for estimating the occurrence of events relative to the true probability. For example, for the Olympics question, 47% of the students and 39% of the company group specified the true value between their stated lower and upper bounds, DSP_LL and DSP_UL, respectively. Both company and student groups tended to overestimate the chance of occurrence using the DSP method and generally seemed unable to express low probability values using this method. For example, for the Olympics question, 21% of students and 38% of company group specified a value lower than the realisation. These findings are in line with views expressed by Kahneman et al. 10 Therefore, although the DSP methods offered more flexibility in specifying probability values, it was ineffective at eliciting low probabilities. For the lowprobability questions, the VN5pt range and the N10pt methods provided values closer to the true values than any of the other methods tested. Figure 1 illustrates summary responses in the form of the median and spread of probabilities from both company and student groups to the question about the Olympics. The true answer is shown by the vertical line. The student group anchored on the word 'expected' for two of the methods (i.e. VN5pt and VN%), despite the fact that in each method the word corresponded to very different probability values. This illustrates how people are drawn to qualitative statements and their own interpretation of what these words mean to them rather than the underlying likelihood. Second, our analysis identified surprisingly little difference between the two groups. Figure 2 provides a visual display summarising results where the boxplot representations of the distributions of assessed probabilities by the pairs of SPG company engineers (grey filled) and MBA student (white filled) groups are given by method (in rows) and question (in columns). The boxplot shows the median probability of all group respondents in the centre of the box, which is bounded by the 5th and 95th percentiles. The lines from the boxes extend to the minimum and maximum probabilities specified, therefore showing the full range of the distribution. Typically, Figure 2 shows similar patterns for the company engineers and the students for all methods and questions, although there are some exceptions. For example, the response of the students to the Olympics question (i.e. the left of Figure 2 ) is higher than that of the company group. Many of the students questioned were based in Asia, and this perhaps might have influenced perceptions of the chance of China's medal winning chances.
Many subjective probability elicitation studies (e.g. Clemen et al. 14 and Revie et al. 15 ) do not explore the differences between the results drawn from students and other demographic groups, such as professional engineers. Naturally, each group has different skill sets, might have been exposed to statistical concepts at different times and might have different experiences and incentives. While we aimed to match our control group with those of SPG engineers to some degree and to provide them with the same guidance, there were several major differences between them including their professional expertise and company culture but arguably, most importantly, their past opportunities to provide subjective probability assessments of uncertain events.
Hence, we were surprised at the lack of any major systematic differences between the two groups.
Third, feedback from respondents suggested that the DSP methods were the most disliked with 39% (n = 99) of students and 72% (n = 37) of company group disliking it. The VN5pt method was favourite for the company engineers, with 46% (n = 23) stating this as their preferred method, although this may be explained partially due to the similarity between their current method and the VN5pt range method.
It is interesting that a preferred method is not necessarily the one that has the capability to provide better results, that is, closer to the true probability of an event. For example, quantifying the mean square error between the judged probability and the true value for the Olympics question for all methods except DSP_LL and DSP_UL, for which such a computation is not meaningful, we find that the mean square error for the DSP method (i.e. 1.56) is around 30 times larger than that for the VN%, VN5pt and N10pt methods (i.e. 0.058, 0.051 and 0.045, respectively). Interestingly, the N10pt scale, which performs best, was originally developed to perform well for rare events, and so it is reassuring that it also performs well for questions for which probabilities are not small.
Improving the assessment of uncertainties within the TRM
The TRM underpins analysis that informs decisions at SPG regarding the investment strategy, operational maintenance strategy and planning for plant modifications. Historically the processes supporting the TRM had developed fluidly, and so our study provided an opportunity for a systematic review to support Figure 2 . Boxplots of probability assessments for each method (shown horizontally) and each question (shown vertically) for SPG (grey filled) and student (white filled) groups.
practical changes. Our findings are being used with the intention of achieving better accuracy and consistency of assessments for all users of the TRM process.
SPG is now working to create a single TRM framework that should be applicable to all stages of an asset lifecycle and intend in due course to extend the framework to include non-technical risk and across multiple business units. While this brings its own challenges particularly in terms of granularity when assessing risk for both individual plant items and corporate level risks, SPG is developing solutions based on the belief that a unified risk framework is more effective and efficient. The improved TRM process uses revised guidelines to support better elicitation of subjective probability assessments by rectifying the pitfalls identified by our review and insights gained from the experimental study results. The outcome should be a more accurate representation of the risk landscape for their asset population that can be communicated within the company.
At the heart of the TRM, SPG still uses a VN scale. However, the coverage of the scale has been increased to include more points (i.e. 7 instead of 5), a wider range of probabilities (i.e. from events anticipated once per year through to once per 10,000 years) and simplified descriptions of the meaning (e.g. event anticipated once in a specified number of years). SPG risk managers believe the revised scale is practically reasonable for their asset base and engineers and that continuing with a revised version of a VN scale is justifiable in their organisational environment.
The interface of the enterprise risk management (ERM) system to capture risk assessments has been changed so that the probability and consequence assessments are elicited independently with questions and response boxes being presented in different webpages. To support feedback, SPG plans to extend the ERM by creating a briefing report that communicates textual, as well as quantitative, analysis of events occurring in operational experience. This is an extremely important change since it means that a feedback loop will be created, supporting empirical control of event probabilities that in turn provides engineers with an opportunity to reflect on their previous subjective assessments of uncertainty in light of observational experience. For example, Fischhoff 16 among others has found that feedback is known to enhance expert probability assessments. In future, SPG will be in a position to assess whether feedback leads to more defendable expressions of uncertainties.
To nurture the knowledge networks that historically relied on personal contact both internal and external to the company, there are plans for supporting knowledge management and hence the subject matter expertise of their changing workforce. For example, SPG continues to develop its document management systems and is looking into business intelligence systems to empower staff to apply the knowledge of their own specialist areas using common cross-system analysis tools and to benchmark with industry peers to develop good practice and hazard guides.
The TRM guidance has been substantially improved to address the issues surfaced in our study. For example, procedures have been revised to provide greater clarity to overcome the potentially confusing or contradictory information formerly present in guidance for the probability assessments. It is not appropriate or useful to list all the changes to the guidance. Instead, we reflect upon how the changes made impact the scientific principles of subjective probability assessment that we discussed earlier. By developing a single TRM framework for implementation across multiple processes and systems with a single quality controller, SPG believes that improved process design and control should allow assessments to be subject to a greater level of reproducibility due to the greater clarity of the guidance. For example, the quality controller is responsible for reviewing the site risks and feeding back to the person raising the risk of any identified issues and ensuring a formal process for any behavioural aggregation of probabilities elicited from more than one engineer. Equally SPG believes that the greater clarity of the guidance and identification of the potentially contradictory assumptions made by different engineers when making probability assessments should now ensure accountability. However, rather than attempting to rescore all the current risks, SPG has decided to allow the review process associated with the completion of related actions to become the means to cleanse data as it goes forward due to resource availability. SPG has put in place mechanisms to ensure that all engineering experts providing assessments are treated fairly. For example, there are now plant-based review meetings which allow the engineers to justify their selections to their peers prior to the overall business risk review meeting. Furthermore, the risks subsequently considered by the senior management team are those provided by the designated experts, and so no further scoring or ranking is applied. Judgemental probabilities are deemed to be subject to empirical control because there are mechanisms in place to support appropriate feedback from operational experience. Risks have always been required to be reviewed and updated whenever a related action is completed, or in the case of technical plant risks, an annual asset review is undertaken. It will always be challenging to make comparisons for asset types across plants due to the distinctive operating modes (e.g. load balancing) that place different stresses on equipment. Achieving neutrality remains challenging simply because, like many organisations, the structure of SPG is not able to offer a central incentive that might prevent inherent bias arising due to gaming for resource investment. Therefore, educating and training engineers on expressing uncertainties 6, 8 is the primary mechanism used to increase awareness of the importance of providing an honest assessment of subjective probabilities.
Concluding remarks and further work
Despite limitations of our study, we have managed to provide insight into risk practices that have led to process improvements in support of TRM at SPG. Our limitations are largely due to the practical constraints of a short-term project and must be acknowledged when interpreting our findings. For example, only a limited number of interviews were conducted in SPG, albeit with a representative selection of engineers with whom in-depth discussion was held. It is evident that our SPG interviews surfaced examples of bias, some of which can arguably be better controlled in future, and hence, their impact on risk assessments reduced through improved elicitation of probability judgements. As the risk management process is repeated at regular intervals, there is an opportunity for building in a feedback loop to engineers who provide expert judgement. This would provide opportunity to design mechanisms, which are understood from an experimental context, to support better assessment of uncertainties into the risk management process. The importance of knowledge networks on the value of a probability elicitation process has emerged as a particularly interesting insight. Acknowledging the nature of such networks and nurturing them to sustain or develop the knowledge base are important in supporting experts in assessing uncertainty and requires action by companies like SPG who have an ageing physical and human asset population. We have shown that having a standard process and a management software tool in the form of an ERM system is not sufficient for supporting elicitation. The functionality and design features of the system require careful consideration to support probability elicitation. For example, screen layouts and the probability elicitation method used form a major part of the elicitation process; hence, scientific principles of expert probability elicitation must be integral to an ERM system. An ERM system will only support decisions that are as good as the data, judgemental or observed, that it contains. Any shortcomings in the probability assessments will influence the quality and validity of information provided by an ERM system. Although our experimental study was limited by the nature of the questions and the methods examined with data collected by alternative means for each of the company and student groups, we have generated some useful findings which can be interpreted in the light of the more theoretical literature on subjective probability elicitation. We find that asking for a DSP is least effective in providing an accurate assessment, especially for very low probability values, although it is the method that allows the expert most control and flexibility in the specification of a probability value. Interestingly, all our respondents appear less able to assess low probability values. Methods that use a predefined numerical scale, either with or without words, yield lower probability estimates than those observed for the selected questions we asked. The company group claimed more confidence using the VN5pt method than the students, but this is not surprising given this is close to the existing organisational standard method, but there was evidence of anchoring on the verbal cues rather than the numerical values. Scales with verbal anchors appear to cue respondents to select a particular probability value and so can affect the choice of probability value recorded. This appears particularly important where there are higher levels of uncertainty or unfamiliarity with the method, thus highlighting the importance of on-going training and feedback to experts in the use of the probability elicitation method selected. All respondents prefer methods with a scale, although the preferred method for both groups was not necessarily the one that provided the most accurate results. It seems obvious to state, but we cannot underestimate the importance of selecting a probability elicitation method that fits the application context and the range of probabilities being assessed.
Research into alternative probability methods remains an important area, and we identify issues worthy of future study that might extend the existing literature in this area. 17, 18 For example, additional VN descriptors should be examined to establish their impact on the degree of bias occurring and to further understand the nature of anchoring to a particular value. For example, a magnifier scale 19 which involves great articulation of one part of the scale could be considered, but we might expect that this would require extensive training for proper use. Severity, as well as likelihood, can be examined as has been reported in a new experimental study involving university students reported by Haase et al. 20 
